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The non-linear uncoupled K-G model for rockfill materials and its verification 

Le modele K-G decouple nonlineaire pour les materiels de remplissage de roche et sa verification

Lian-Shi Gao -  Department ot Hydraulic Engineering, Tsinghua University, People’s  Republic of China

ABSTRACT: Based on the triaxial tests under complex stress path for compacted rockfill materials, a new norHinear uncoupled 

K-G model with its increment regression method of model parameters is developed. This model can suit to be applied in 

geotechnical problems of dams and foundations, which have different stress paths.

RESUME: Base’ sur les tests triaxiaux en voies de stress compliqu^es pour les materiels de remplissage de roche compacts, est 

de'veloppe un nouveau modfele K-G decouple' non-lineaire avec sa me'thode de regression d’accroissement des paramfetres du 

modfele. Ce module peut etre applique pour les problfemes geotechniques de barrages et de fondations, qui ont de diffe'rentes vois 

de stress.

1. INTRODUCTION

The constitutive relationship of soil is a key problem in 

geotechnical numerical analysis. For long time people seek a 

rational model for the deformation analysis of geotechnical 

problems under different complex loading paths. But up 

now, the developed conventional models all are localized, 

which only suit to use in certain stress path. In recent years, 

through systematical large triaxial tests for two kinds of 

materials and the model research, we developed a new non

linear uncoupled K-G model (Tsinghua model) and formed 

a complete set of new methods for the increment regression 

of model parameters.1' 1’121

The model research is based on the triaxial tests of 

material behavior. The tests are conducted in cooperation 

with Kun-Ming Hydro-Fower Institute. The sample 

diameter is 300 mm and the confined pressure is 2.5 Mpa. 

The triaxial tests include the proportional loadings, 

conventional shearings and different complex stress paths.

The testing materials are the andesite of Guan-Men-Shan 

dam (GMS) and limestone of Tian-Sheng-Qiao dam (TSQ). 

The testing material scale is 1:10, and its maximun diameter 

of simulating grains is 60 mm, corresponding to diameter 

ratio (D/d)=5. The gradation curve of testing materials is 

simulated by methods of similarity gradation and equal 

substitute. In the relationship curves of stress and strain, the 

effect of rubber membrane has adjusted by using the 

isoconsolidation testing method. The specific densities of 

rocks are 2.65 and 2.70, their compressive strength are 80 

and 115 Mpa, and their dry densities of simulating materials 

are 2.0 and 2.04 g /c m \ respectively.

Two octahedral stress invariables (p, q  and rj=q/p) are 

adopted in the non-linear uncoupled K-G model. Here p, 

p  = (1 /3  Men + oi + o ? ), is the mean normal stress, and q, 

q = ( \ / ' l 2 )[(cria2)2+((T’<Ti)2+(atcr])2]{W2), is the shear stress. 

Corresponding to p a n A  q, £V, (£V = (£i+£> +£3>/3), and es , 

(f^=(V2 / 3 )[(£i+£'2):;+(£'2+£'?)2+(f?+fi'i):;lll/-’),is the volume

tric strain and the shear strain respectively. On this basis, the 

non-linear uncoupled K-G model is derived.

2. BASIC PROPERTIES OF NONLINEAR UNCOUFLED K-G

MODEL

In general speaking, the basic properties of soil deformation 

include the nonlinearity, elastic-plasticity, compressive 

hardenability, shear shrinkability, dependency of stress- 

strain on stress path and strength mobilization, and etc. The 

non-linear uncoupled K-G model is satisfied for reflecting 

these charateristics. The advantages of this model are 

presented in following:

1. The relationship of stress and strain, p ~ e v and q~£*, 

can be expressed separately and the coupled action of main 

factors affecting deformation can be uncoupled into some 

simple functions of stress invariables.

2. The function of stress ratio rj, rj=q/p, is introduced to 

the relationship of stress and strain, which is used to reflect 

the coupled action of punA  q.

3. The factor of strength mobilization is used in stress- 

strain relationship, that can reflect the effects of strength 

mobilization and strength nonlinearity on strain.

4. The double loading criteria are used. The loading and 

unloading behavior of p  and q  is judged respectively, and 

the shear shrinkability and the effect of shear stress on 

volumetric strain can be reflected.

5. A new method of increment regression are developed, 

which make the model parameters have uniqueness. It 

means that the model can be used under different stress 

paths.

6 . The expressions of model are simple and clear, and its 

parameters have the definite physical meanings.

3 . STRENGTH CRITERION

Denote the peak stress ratio of r]r, (r jr= (q /p )r ), then the 

strength failure criteron is

rj-ijf>  0  (1 )

rj/ = n o ( p /p a y a (2)
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Fig.2 Triaxial shear tests under various stress paths (TSQ)

here, 70  and a  are the test parameters. They can be defined 

by conventional triaxial shear tests, shown in Fig.l.

We have conducted numerous large scale triaxial shear 

tests under different stress paths. Fig.2(a). Their peak 

strength r)r can be fitted to the same function curve of 

conventional triaxial shear tests (cr?=c), Fig.2(b). It shows 

that the strength parameters have uniqueness.

The tests of materials show that the dilatation occurrs as 

the strength approaches to peak value due to the damage of 

material structure. Before and after occurrence of dilatation, 

the properties of materials are very different. In deformation 

computation, the dilatation may be not considered before 

damage stage. At the beginning of dilatation occurrence, the 

stress ratio can be termed as the critical dilatation strength 

771.

The condition of critical dilatation strength is

7 - 7 1= 0 (3)

The critical dilatation strength 771 is a little less than the 

peak strength rjf. According to the testing experience, the 

critical dilatation strength is about 95 percent of peak 

strength.

4. LOADING CRITERION

4.1 I Jncouplcd Loading Criterion

In the uncoupled K-G model, the flow rule is not used to 

establish the increment relationship of stress and strain. The 

loading function is only used in loading and unloading 

judgement. The testing results under the turning of complex 

stress path show that the materials display to be the 

deformation behavior of partial loading and unloading. The 

interaction between p  and q  is reflected through the stress 

ratio 77. The double loading criteria for volumetric strain and 

shear strain can be express as following:

1. The loading criterion for volumetric strain

P  -  Pn u . x .

r]c >  7 r .rn .iA - and f >  

here

/■ =  p2 + ( 1  +  7 t ) -  t /

2. The loading criterion for shear strain

q  > 1/mu

7 — 7mJ.»

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

In formulas (4) to (8 ), ; w ,  < /» u .v and r j „ Ux all are the 

historical maximun values of element stress, 7 , = <7/ Pm.ix. and 

/  is a loading function which acts as a yield surface of ellipse. 

The loading criterion has following properties: (1) For 

volumetric strain and shear strain, the different loading 

criterion is respectively stipulated; (2) In loading criterion, 

the actions of p, q  and 7  are respectively judged; (3) For 

complex stress path, particularly when it turns to failure 

direction, the loading function f  can reflect the effects of 

stress history and the direction of stress increment on the 

judgement of loading and unloading characteristics.

In computation, adopting above separately judging 

principles we can discriminate loading or unloading 

condition of pa .nd  q . In addition, through the stress ratio 7  

and the loading function / ,  the interaction between />and q  

can be reflected.

4.2 Verification o f  Loading criterion

In this paper, we have presented the new loading function f . 

It is a special ellipse, its ratio of major axis to minor axis 

(1 + 7 i ) is changed along with 7 ,-. If 74—0, then the ellipse 

will become to a circle. This function just indicates the 

effects of stress history and direction of stress increment on 

loading characteristic.

In Fig.3(a) and Fig.4(a), It can be seen that after the 

turning of stress paths, the directions of stress increment 

vector both are the same, and d 7 t>0 . But their stress state 

and stress history are different, it causes their maximun 

loading functions fm.lx are different, that one is a circle and 

another is an ellipse. According to the double loading 

criterion, we can judge their loading or unloading 

charateristic. The testing results also verify their different 

strain behavior. After the turning of stress path, Fig.3(b) 

shows the rebound volumetric strain and Fig.4(b) shows the 

shear shrinkage strain.

Compared the results of testing curves of (p~e , ) in Fig.4

f v ( % )

(a) (b)

Fig.3 Loading state (TSQ.T-3)
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(*) (b) 

Fig.4 Loading stale (TSQ.T-5)

(*) (b)

Fig_5 Loading state (TSQ.T-4)

and Fig.5, we can see that before the turnings of stress paths, 

their stress paths and p, q, rjc all are the same, so their 

maximun loading functions, fmsx, also are the same after 

their stress paths turning to the strength failure. But due to 

the difference of their directions of stress increments at that 

time, they have different loading conditions: loading (in 

Fig.4) and unloading (in Fig.5). From the testing curves of 

(p~£v), we can see that for the stress path of Fig.4 there is no 

occurrence of shear shrinkage strain and for the stress path 

of Fig.5 the shear shrinkage strain appears obviously. This 

conclusion is identical with that judged from their loading 

criteria.

5. INCREMENT RELATIONSHIP OF STRESS AND STRAIN IN 

LOADING

In the uncoupled K-G model, the relationship of stress and 

strain is directively established by testing regularity. 

According to the testing results under complex stress paths, 

we sum up a regularity of strain increasing rate. This 

regularity shows that in relationship of octahedral stress and 

strain, (p ~ ev, q~£s ), during plastic loading (complete 

loading), the strain increasing rate (i.e the reciprocals of 

tangential modulus Gt and Kt ) is mainly dependent on the 

current stress state (p o t  q, rj) and loading path (i.e. direction 

of stress increment), but it is essentially independent of 

preceding stress path (i.e. stress history). This regularity 

shows that under different stress paths (simple or complex), 

if the current stress state and direction of stress increment 

are the same, then their relationship curves of stress and 

strain are parallel, shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7. In accordence 

of this regularity of strain increasing rate, for each process 

of plastic loading, the plastic strain increment should be 

computed on the basis of current stress state and the 

direction of stress increment.

For the case of proportional loading (simple loading), the 

total differential is used to express the relationship of stress 

and strain. The total differential relationship under

( » )  (b )  (c )

Fig.6 C om plex stress p a th  te st (G M S,G-1)

F ig .7  C om plex  stress  p a th  te st (T S Q .T -9 )

proportional loading is established first, then the increment 

relationship of stress and strain can be found.

5.1 Stress-Strian Rclationsip fo r  Proportional Loading

According to the experience of proportional loading tests, 

the stress-strain relationship can be expressed as following:

(1) For relationship of P ~ e v '.

e v = ( \ /K l) ( \  + q ^ ) mip /p a ) "  ( f] L<q\) (9)

(2) For relationship of q ~ e

£,=(1 /C .i (p/p., ) Fs iq /p i,)"  (10)

/ .M l/ ( I -T}/r}„)y ( t]c<t j ]) (11)

In formulas (9 )-(1 1), p.i is the pressure of atmosphere, 

its unit is as same as p a n d  q ; AV, //, m , Gs, B, Jand s are the 

parameters without dimension, which can be determined by 

a set of conventional triaxial shear tests. All the parameters 

have their physical meanings, of them : Kv is the volumetric 

modulus; / /  is the exponent of volumetric strian; m  is the 

exponent of shear shrinkability, its value indicates the effect 

of shear stress on volumetric strian through rjc (rjc= q  / / w ) ;  

Gs is the shear modulus; B  is the exponent of shear strian; d  

is the exponent of compressive hardenability; Ff is the factor 

of strength mobilization, and according to the regularity of 

experiment we assume the relationship of />and stress ratio

7  as a hyperbolic function; r j,, is the limit of stress ratio, 

which can be defined from conventional triaxial shear tests.

In conventional triaxial shear tests (cr?=0), we can 

assume the relationship of stress ratio rj and shear strian £s 

as a hyperbolic function (Fig.8):

TJ=£s/(a + b  £s)  (12)

Formula (12) can be written as

e s /r j  = (a+ b  £s) (13)

From the coordinate graph of (e s /  rf)~£s, value b  can easily 

be determined. From (12), it can be seen that as £ ->  oo, rj„ is
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Similarly, using formula (16) we can gain the coupled 

tangential shear modulus G , :
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Fig .8 Relationship of p-r?u (GMS,»]=c)

equal to M b. The testing results show that i)u is diminished 

with / ’ increasing, it can be simulated as in Fig.8 :

ri„=ri„o\p/p:,')i> (14)

Here, /7„(>and /?are testing parameters.

5.2 Increm ent Relationship o f  Stress an d  Strain

Considering p  and rjc as independent variables and taking 

total differential of formula (9), the expression of volumetric 

strian increment is gained:

d e v = (l/AV) (1 + 77<' )m- (11/p.i)-(p /p . ,V  ' dp

+ (\/fC v)(.p /p3)" -m (\+ r jl-z )m i-2rjc-drjc (rj,<rj\) (15)

Similarly, considering q  and q as independent variables 

and taking total differential of formula ( 10 ), the expression 

of shear strian increment is gained:

d s ,=  (1 /G ,) - (  p /p .i) rf-f's ■ (R /p.i)■ iq /p .i)'”■ dq

+ (\/G ^)-(p /p a) ‘liq /p a ) l’ &(s/(T}„-rj)) drj (r]<T]\) (16)

In formulas (1 5) and (16), the effects of stress state, stress 

history and the direction of stress increment are reflected.

6 . TANGENTIAL MODULUS

In nonlinear FEM computation, the tangential modulus in 

certain stress increment segment can be computed 

according to strain increment of formulas (15) and (16 ).

Formula (15) can be re-written as: 

d e v = ( \ /K ,) d p + ( \ /K 2 ) d T i  (17)

in which,

Kr=(fC,./H)(.\ + n ^ ) m-(p /p*) ’ "  (18)

K2=(Kv/ m M l + T ] S ) ( 1 /2 rjc) (p /p .-,) " (19)

here, Ki is the tangential compression modulus; Ki is the 

tangential shear shrinkage modulus which reflects the 

action of shear stress on volumetric strain.

For some engineering problem such as in concrete faced 

rockfill dams, their loading condition has some particularity, 

where the stress path of p  in unloading and q  in loading can 

not occur at same time. In this case, we can compute the 

coupled tangential volumetric modulus K  by using formulas 

(15) and (20). That makes the coefficient matrix in FEM 

become symmetric and the computation will be simplify.

Let Ki =KV / I I  and G, = Gs / 3B  , as neglecting the 

differential 77 , then the expression of tangential modulus is 

as following :

K,= A7(1 + /7c') ■"'■p.f(p/p»)' ■" (r]c<rji) (22)

G, = G,' (p /p ., )''■(]- rj/rj„) 'p . r (q/p„ ) ' f  (rj<rjt ) (23)

In formulas (15), (16), (20) and (21), because of taking 

total differential, the interaction between p  and q  has been 

included in Kt and G,. Therefore, using the tangential 

modulus can compute the shear shrinkability of materials. 

But for some engineering problems which are in the 

condition of g in  loading as p in unloading, the computation 

model with three parameters of Aj , Kz and Gi will be 

adopted.

7. UNLOADING AND RELOADING MODULUS

In unloading and reloading conditions, the volumetric 

modulus Kur and shear modulus G„r can be written as:

Kur = 'P'f ( (T.t/p.i) " (24)

G„r= G„o-p„-(cr.i/p.i)" (25)

here, Af„(iand G„o is respectively the volumetric modulus and 

shear modulus in unloading and reloaing; n  is the exponent 

of modulus which is gained from unloading tests.

8 . INCREMENT REGRESSION METHOD FOR 

DEFORMATION PARAMETERS

The measurements of soil strength and deformation 

parameters are the same important problems as the 

constitutive model. A rational model requires not only to get 

the parameters by simple tests, but also to have uniqueness 

of parameters under Various stress paths.

For the regression of geotechnical deformation 

parameters, the total regression method is a conventional 

method used previously. This kind of method can not reflect 

the charateristic of plastic deformation and different stress 

path. In our model, the difference is that the parameter 

regression is an increment method. This method can use the 

results of any monotone loading triaxial tests, including 

conventional triaxial shear tests, to regress parameters 

which have uniqueness and can fit various stress paths. Its 

basic formulas are shown in following.

8 .1 Increm ent Regression Analysis fo r  Parameters o f  

Volumetric Strain

Based on formula (15), if the loading increment d p  is
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enough small, then the normalized volumetric strain can be 

written in

(26)

In formula (26), the deformation increment of 7—th 

loading (/from I t  o n )  can be accumulated:

/. l l ) /' (AV);]
l- l

here,

(27)

(N v),= \/[(l + r]a2 )m + p ," i n  {\ + r)d2 )m '-Irja  Arja/M p ,")]

(28)

i

O ff j-  200 IP *
« 01 = 400 kP« m -0J5  
o f f , -  800 kPa 
* ffj-1200 tP»
■ fr=0.00

fv  (%)

(a)

Fig.9 Parameter regression for volumetric strain (GMS,a3 =c)

if r]=0, £vi=Ev, then 

£,=(1/X -,M /V pj" (29)

In formula (26)-(29), £,./ is the normalized volumetric 

strain; (N v)i is the normalization factor of volumetric strain; 

the deformation parameters Kr , n  1 and I I can be defined by 

the method of increment regression with the results of 

conventional triaxial shear tests. Accoding to the testing 

results of consolidation segment ( 77=0) and formula (29), Kv 

and I I  can be easily determined in double logarithm scale. 

Evi of each loading step can be computed by formula (27) 

and (28), then plots the relationship of (p /p a )~£vi on the 

coordinates of double logarithm. As to choise m , take the 

relationship of (p /p a)~£i-i as a straight line. From this, AT,-, 111 

and II  can be defined, shown in Fig.9 and FiglO. It shows 

that the regressed paraments are unique for different stress 

paths (<7.9  =c and rj=c).

8.2 Increm ent Regression Analysis fo r  Shear Strain 

Parameters

Bsaed on the formula (16), in monotone loading case as d q  is 

enough small, then:

(30)

Formula (30) can be rewritten in accumulation form of 

/-th loading increment (/ from 1 to n, 11 is the number of 

loadings):

a.
o.

° cr3 -  200 kPm 
« as= 400 kP« 
a as= 800 kP* 
a aj=1200 kPm 
• if-0.00
♦ if-0.75 
. »f-L00
* 7?-1.20 
» >7=136 
y n=i30

£v <%)

(a)

-1 0 

Ig ( frlxlOO )

(b)

Fig.10 Normalization of volumetric strain (GMS,0 3=c,f|=c)

(a) (b)

F ig .ll Param eter regression for shear strain (GMS,0 3 =c)

e . < \  =  I  [  A ( f , ) , - ( i y , ) ; ]

and

(31)

{N<)i=(p/pa)'l/ ( F ,) i / { \+ q ip\s /( r iUj-T]i)]A T)i/& (q ,^) (32)

In formula (30)-(32), p,, qt, T], and {Ff ), are the instant 

stress states; (Ns ), is the normalization factor of shear strain; 

£.</ is the normalized shear strain; the deformation 

parameters of G.*, d, 5  and B e  an be defined by the method of 

increment regression with the results of conventional 

triaxial shear tests, seen in Fig.ll and Fig.12. It shows that 

the regressed parameters are unique for different stress 

paths (on =c and t)= c) .

60
0 ff-0.75
« if = 1.00

□ if- 120

Aif-136

40 r j- 130

£
i
O
or* 20

i

o 200 kPm 
» 400kP» 
□ 0 5 -  800 kP* 
a p j - 1200 kPm 
▼ if-0.75 
. if=1.00 
. 17 = 1-20 

. i f  =136 
* if-L50

-2 -1 0

lg ( «S lxl00  ) 

(b)

Fig.12 Normalization of shear strain (GM S,aj=c,l) = c)
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Fig.13 Prediction of complex stress path (TSQ.T-5) Fig.15 Prediction of complex stress path (TSQ.T-8)

(«) 0>)

Fig.14 Prediction of complex stress path (TSO.T-6) Fig.16 Prediction of complex stress path (TSQ,T-9)

9. VERIFICATION OF MODEL

The data of material tests under complex stress paths are 

used to verify the uncoupled K-G model. Two sets of 

normalized deformation parameters of GMS and TSQ are 

listed in table 1.

Table 1 Deformation Parameters

M aterial K, m 11 G d s B

TSQ 900 0.80 0.90 2080 0.60 0.55 1.51

GMS 710 0.35 0.88 2000 0.50 0.60 1.35

The model is compared in following cases of tests under 

different stress paths.

9.1 Sim ulation fo r  shear shrinkage

Fig.13 and Fig.14 show the different stress paths, at the 

beginning which are loaded under proportional stress path 

rj = 0.75, then the stress paths towards the failure envelope 

with d q /d p  =-1 and dq /dp=  oo respectively. At this time, 

their mean normal stresses p  are reduced or kept in 

constancy respectively, and their volumetric strains all are in 

shear shrinkage cases.

The simulating results show that the uncoupled K-G mode 

can reflect the characteristic of shear shrinkability. 

Compared with Duncan’s E-B model1'1, it shows that E-B 

model can not reflect this characteristic as shown in figures.

9.2 Sim ulation fo r  the typical stress pa ths in  dam s

Fig.15 and Fig.16 show the different stress paths. These 

stress paths are the typical ones in rockfill dams. It shows 

that under these complex stress paths, the uncoupled K-G 

model accords with the testing results very well, but the E-B 

model can not simulates the volumetric strain caused by the 

stress paths turning in large range as reservoir filling.

10. CONCLUSION

As introduced above, adopting the non-linear uncoupled K-G 

model and the method of increment regression, we can 

obtain the deformation parameters of materials with 

uniqueness under different monotone loading paths of 

triaxial tests. Its rationality is verified by the simulating 

results of triaxial tests under complex stress paths. Therefore, 

this model can be wildly used in geotechnical problems such 

as deformation problems of earth-rockfill dams and 

foundations without limitation in stress paths.
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